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About
this
report

For three years, from 2013 until 2015, the British Council
Connect ZA arts programme operated in South Africa
and the United Kingdom (UK), also forming part of
the SA-UK Seasons 2014 & 2015. During this time, it
facilitated collaborations between 150 partners and
contributed to the rise of approximately 100 individual
projects, which engaged around 5 000 aspiring and
established practitioners and drew audiences in the
region of 420 000 people.

This report seeks to tell some of the stories behind
these numbers, offering a high-level overview of the
programme’s goals and assessing the ways it sought
to achieve these outcomes.
The report’s structure focuses on four of the arts
programme’s key outcomes: providing value, ensuring
continuity, developing careers and nurturing networks.

In almost every instance, partners, projects and
participants that are discussed in one section have
relevance in another. Points of overlap abound; indeed,
they define the very nature of a programme premised
on collaboration.
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150 partners
100 projects
5 000 practitioners
420k audience members
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Value / Continuity / Careers / Networks
Four words. Four words delineating a programme that
sought to reconfigure the way that we – as curators,
enablers, arts practitioners and audiences – consider,
interact with and interpret art in a global context.

A closer
look at
British
Council
Connect ZA

British Council Connect ZA was established to mark
20 years of democracy in South Africa in 2014, but
spanned this landmark on either side, beginning
in 2013 and concluding at the start of 2016. The
programme will be continuing going forward, though
not as part of the SA-UK Seasons 2014 & 2015.

were engaged in a range of artistic disciplines that
made use, wherever possible, of digital advances.
The urban centres concerned included Johannesburg
and Cape Town in South Africa, and London and
Glasgow in the UK, though practitioners from the
former’s Grahamstown and Durban and the latter’s
Edinburgh and Brighton also featured.
The disciplines concerned included architecture,
design, fashion, creative economy, film, literature,
music, theatre and dance, and the visual arts. That
said, the programme’s emphasis on innovation
meant that some of these disciplines were combined
in unusual ways, morphing into different entities
entirely.

Connect ZA fell under the SA-UK Seasons 2014 &
2015. The Seasons, formed by the South African
Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) and the
British High Commission to South Africa, on behalf
of the British Council, was part of a multifaceted
bilateral collaboration between the nations. The
British Council’s involvement was through Connect
ZA (facilitated by the British Council South Africa
arts team) and the Joint Projects (jointly funded by
the British Council and the DAC, and facilitated by
the National Film and Video Foundation).
Connect ZA sought to pioneer new ways of seeing
and understanding the world through culture and
creativity, engaging with artists and audiences in
ways both unusual and innovative.
Connect ZA’s parameters were clear – and necessary.
Operating between two countries and in a space as
vast as the arts meant that demarcating certain
boundaries was essential. The programme therefore
applied to young people between the ages of 18 and
35 in urban centres in South Africa and the UK who

For the most part, Connect ZA served as an initiator
and facilitator between practitioners operating
within these fields, with the onus for the projects’
delivery resting largely with the latter. Connect ZA
identified points of commonality or compatibility and
prompted these relationships to produce work that
grew audiences, developed practitioners’ careers,
expanded networks, and enhanced perceptions
and understandings of South Africa and the UK in
both a cultural and political sense.
In September 2015, Connect ZA’s contribution
to the arts was recognised at the 18 th Annual
Business Day BASA Awards. The programme
received the Diplomacy in the Arts Award “in
recognition of foreign missions that contribute to
the development and preservation of the arts in
South Africa, as well as the continued prioritisation
of cultural diplomacy between South Africa and the
international community”. Connect ZA was cited
as the most imaginative, creative programme of
international cultural connections ever mounted
between South Africa and another country.
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Jamal Nxedlana, Bubblegum Club/CUSS (ZA)
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2014

2013

Connect
ZA audience
reach*

2015

*As defined by the British Council scorecard

Audience reach
across South Africa and the
UK from 2013 to 2015

Face-to-face
Publication
and broadcast

3 280

Indirect

8 151 000

7 560
700

800

3 533
178 318

3 821
578
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Exhibitions,
festivals and
fairs
9
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Twitter
analytics
on selected
projects
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“We were able to expose our brand to the Cape Town
scene, and were taken seriously because of our
association with Connect ZA and working with artists
like Young Fathers. A lot of people now look at us in a
different light to before. That’s very valuable. There’s
no money attached to that; it goes beyond monetary
value.”– Dominique Soma, co-founder: Weheartbeat

What were the most important services provided by Connect ZA?

20

10

0

Growth in audience reach

Access to funding

Local collaborations

Development of new partnerships

Development of participants’ careers

30

International collaborations

12

Number of respondents

40

10

20
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How did you assess the success of any given Connect ZA project?

0

Connect ZA sought to facilitate and nurture
productive and long-lasting relationships between
arts-focused individuals and organisations in South
Africa and the UK. The very nature of this work was
founded on human relationships, and assessing its
value quickly became more of a qualitative exercise
than a quantitative one, an act of storytelling, rather
than number-crunching.
In speaking to partners and participants of the
Connect ZA programme, much of the financial gain
achieved – all too often the primary definition of
“value” and “return on investment” – is superseded
by the local and international audiences reached,
the number and value of connections formed, the
individual and organisational profiles enhanced, the
skills acquired, the innovations developed, and the
long-term leverage attained.

40

Number of respondents

Value of collaborative
relationships formed

Number of collaborative
relationships formed

Publicity achieved

Size of audience
in attendance

Extent of Connect
ZA’s involvement

Response via social media

Financial gains

30

In a survey conducted for this report, partners were
asked which were the most important services
provided by Connect ZA and how the success of each
project was assessed. These were their answers.
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The Connect ZA process was largely organic, the
value often intangible. The experiences of those
involved cannot be distilled into a single figure, or
even into a single collaboration. For every Connect
ZA dot joined, more dots manifested in a vast,
shifting, artistically diverse and geographically
expansive network that comprised new and existing
practitioners, new and returning audiences, and
creative entrepreneurs in all forms.
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Beyond
money

One of Connect ZA’s most successful projects, the
Maker Library Network, was developed to connect
designers and makers across South Africa and the
UK. As part of this project, Connect ZA provided
assistance to the MakerSpace, a communal workshop
for makers and craftsmen created by Steve Gray
in Durban, South Africa. The space is premised on
the question: “What would you do with all the tools,
with all the training, in a community of like-minded
people?” By making these tools and training available
in a collaborative environment, the MakerSpace offers
its members the opportunity to use new technologies
to improve their practice and develop their skills, so
fuelling the greater Maker Library Network goals.
The initial resource provided by Connect ZA, says
Gray, enabled MakerSpace to buy equipment and to
employ full-time support. Once it was successfully
under way, “Our projects encouraged creativity in and
further involvement of our audiences. People have
been encouraged to get involved in the movement
and some have become regular participants and
collaborators. This community will continue beyond
Connect ZA.”
The process developed to the extent where skills
were developed and employment created. Today, the
MakerSpace boasts its own laser-cutting service and
has collaborated with robotics arms company eeArm,
as well as various community projects.
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The
onlookers
and the
insiders

The Word N Sound Live Literature Company is a
platform for local and international literature and
spoken-word practitioners to fine-tune their craft,
share knowledge and expertise, and collaborate on
new works. One of the most influential spoken-word
platforms in South Africa, Word N Sound, has a
long-standing relationship with Connect ZA and,
together, the two groups have brought numerous
projects to fruition.
One such collaboration was Word N Sound Meets
Tongue Fu with Chris Redmond, an experimental
spoken-word performance that involved live
literature, music, film and improvisation. Created
and hosted by Redmond, Tongue Fu is one of
the UK’s leading spoken-word shows, and its
collaboration with Word N Sound in South Africa
was performed to audiences in three cities in
early March 2014. The Johannesburg production
featured spoken-word heavyweights Redmond
(UK), Luka Lesson (Australia), and Mutle Mothibe
and Vuyelwa Maluleke (both from South Africa).
“Both organisations [Word N Sound and Tongue
Fu] gained a lot from the experience,” says Thabiso
Mohare, CEO of Word N Sound. “We exchanged
valuable information on growing poetry audiences
and developing successful projects. For our
emerging poets and audiences, it was a rich and
dynamic blend of poetry and live music, something
that is rare on South African stages.
Says Redmond: “The opportunity to travel to
South Africa and work with poets and musicians in
Johannesburg, Cape Town and Stellenbosch was
a hugely rewarding and educational experience.
We learned a great deal and made some strong
connections with artists and the audience, some
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of whom we have stayed in touch with and with
whom we were able to reciprocate the opportunity
when they visited London and we did a show together
here.”

In the case of Word N Sound, the South African
artists involved recognised an opportunity to
aid the UK, despite its long-standing and vibrant
literature and spoken-word scene: “Modernising
poetry and engaging youth audiences has been
the UK’s challenge,” says Mohare, “and by
interacting with South African organisations
they were able to learn new methods for global
arts interactions.”
The stories related by the MakerSpace, Word N
Sound and Tongue Fu above are symptomatic
of much of the feedback Connect ZA partners
have offered of their experience. The value they
describe is also evident in other aspects of this
experience, from the reasons why many projects
proved to have continuity, to the development
of practitioners’ careers and the expansion of
artistic networks.
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International collaborations of this nature stimulated
perception shifts on both a cultural and political
basis. “For us, it gave the opportunity to take
our show somewhere completely new and see it
from a different perspective,” says Redmond. “I
saw it for the first time as a project that has great
value internationally, as a means of creative and
social exchange. My involvement with Connect ZA
opened my eyes to a scene in South Africa that I
was completely unaware of. I was inspired and
impressed by the creativity, intelligence, drive
and ambition of the artists I met in South Africa.
They also offered me a different perspective on
the UK and its influence on them, both positive
and negative.”
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The
onlookers
and the
insiders

“Our audiences appreciate
consistent and quality

value to our audiences’
exposing them to new
artists and expanding their
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Case
study:
getting
to the
heart
of it

Years ago, Soma says over coffee in Melville,
Johannesburg – close to the newly established
Weheartbeat retail space – “the British Council would
do these music workshops and facilitate conversations
around certain topics within the music industry”. While
this core aspect of the British Council’s approach to
its arts programme has remained – its endeavours to
bring people together and facilitate discussions – much
else has changed.
In 2012, shortly before Connect ZA was formalised,
the British Council assisted Weheartbeat (still known
at the time as its previous incarnation, Beatdimensionz)
by providing the opportunity to bring UK producer
and DJ Eric Lau to South Africa for the first time.
“Eric Lau,” says Soma, “was a very pivotal moment
for our career as Weheartbeat and for the platform
that we wanted to create.” It was this international
collaboration that set Weheartbeat on course.
Two years later, after receiving similar responses to
a call for submissions from both Weheartbeat and
Assembly Radio in Cape Town, Connect ZA (now,
in this story, established at last) brought these two
entities together. The result: a two-city South African
tour, together with local artists, for UK-based band
Young Fathers.
Dominique Soma, co-founder, together with Sims
Phakisi, of Weheartbeat, an integrated multimedia
beat platform, has been working with Connect ZA
for years. Her relationship with the British Council
predates the formation of Connect ZA – it goes
back to the very first Back to the City Festival in
2007, a hip-hop festival that has grown from its
original crowd of 3 500 people to the 20 000 to
25 000 it draws today.

The move was bold, but perfectly timed. Young Fathers’
debut album, Dead, had just won the Mercury Prize,
an annual music award for the best album from the
UK and Ireland. They were eager to tour – and have,
says Soma, been touring worldwide almost ever
since – and came out for no performance fee, though
with a big technical request. Their sound and lighting
requirements were extensive and made for a unique
live performance.

21

Weheartbeat (ZA)
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Sims Phakisi and Dominique Soma,
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Case
study:
getting
to the
heart
of it
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In practice, a collaborative track between Young
Fathers and South African musicians Card On
Spokes, Zaki Ibrahim and Mashayabhuqe KaMamba
was recorded, and will be released in due course.
Several other in-studio projects are also in the
works, says Soma: “It’s all just a matter of time.”
Through Connect ZA, Weheartbeat has also been
connected with other players in the Connect ZA
scene, including the Keleketla! Library and Kazim
Rashid, and relationships with these groups and
individuals are ongoing.
Connect ZA, says Soma, has been a crucial component
of Weheartbeat’s progression: from promoters, to
record and merchandise store owners, and soon,
to a record label. Today, Weheartbeat plays an
important role in the Johannesburg music scene
and is only growing from strength to strength.
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Case
study:
getting
to the
heart
of it

The crux of
Connect
ZA
Says Soma, “The whole name,
‘Connect ZA’, for me that’s what

they’ve done really well: connecting
people from abroad

with relevant players and
practitioners in South Africa,
as well as connecting local
people with each other.”
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SPEAKING
OF
VALUE ...
“Connect ZA provided us first and foremost with an opportunity. A lot of opportunities are always there but not everyone takes them up
the way they should … We did well by taking Connect ZA’s call [for project submissions] seriously ... The [value was in the] opportunity and the association
[with Connect ZA], and the international reach that the collaboration took our brand to.” – Dominique Soma, co-founder: Weheartbeat

1. SKILLS DEVELOPED
For Weheartbeat:

											

Major events management

For the South African artists featured: 								

The power of a live performance

2. VALUABLE CONNECT ZA SERVICES
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International reach and reputation endorsement;
public relations and promotional assistance;
digital and social media activations
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What was unique about the Connect ZA approach,
and what made it sustainable beyond the SA-UK
Seasons 2014 & 2015? What were the factors
that gave both it, and the projects of which it was
constituted, continuity?
In the instances where projects facilitated through
Connect ZA were their most successful, clear
trends are evident: practitioners worked towards a
common goal, made use of an appropriate format
to achieve this goal, and infused their work with a
mutual willingness and commitment.
Deanna Rodger’s comment on the following page
speaks about her experiences working on the
Talking Doorsteps programme, a partnership
between Connect ZA and Roundhouse, in South
Africa in early August 2014. Talking Doorsteps is
a global network for young spoken-word artists
that seeks to encourage them to explore the art
form and to share their work among the project’s
online community.

Deanna Rodger, Talking Doorsteps (UK)
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From a clearly articulated objective grew the
potential to create projects that have had longevity.
Indeed, Rodger’s comments are echoed by British
DJ Thris Tian (NTS Radio and Boiler Room), who
came to South Africa as part of the Dark & Lovely
Global Roots SA Tour in mid-2015. From the outset,
he says, the experience was novel: “The British
Council’s support gave us a mission, making
it different to a usual tour. It allowed me to dig
deeper into the cultures behind contemporary
music in South Africa and brought together really
diverse groups.

Thris Tian, Dark & Lovely Global Roots SA Tour (UK)

“The project was about sharing and discovery,
as much as music. This gave me a much wider
understanding of the South African context. Without
this tour, we would not be able to develop further
work, which we are hoping to do.”
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Through Talking Doorsteps, Rodger engaged with
Word N Sound and the Stellenbosch Literary Project
(SLiPnet). These relationships have continued and
she maintains personal and professional contact
with both organisations.
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The collaborators involved in BodyTech were
also given the opportunity to create something
entirely novel when they were brought together by The
Ar(t)chive, South Africa’s first comprehensive archive
for contemporary dance and physical-based theatrical
performance, in September 2015. BodyTech’s first
performance, titled Portal: A Prequel, took place
at Innovation ZA 2015 and saw the fusion of digital
and analogue technology and physical movement.

The sheer variety of Connect ZA projects, let alone
the number, meant that a similarly wide variety of
formats had to be considered in order to showcase the
projects properly. These ranged from talks, seminars,
workshops, conferences and residencies, to exhibitions,
concerts, performances and screenings. In many cases,
audience participation was a very real contributing
element. And wherever possible, digital broadcasts
were also made available, either live or after the fact.

The start of the project’s success, says Jessica
Denyschen, director and co-founder (together with
Adrienne Sichel) of The Ar(t)chive, involved identifying
technically minded choreographers and techies with
an understanding of physical performance, and seeing
what would come of such a collaboration. “In my mind
I just went: ‘There’s these three incredible people doing
these really incredible things; what would happen if
we put them together and gave them the space and
the time to play?’”

These project-appropriate formats may have been a
contributing factor to the projects’ successes. Jamal
Nxedlana, founder of self-proclaimed cultural intelligence
agency Bubblegum Club and of artist collective CUSS,
speaking of the 2014 event, Creative Futures, identified
its format as a crucial part of its success. “Because
it was organised more like a residency as opposed to
an event or activation,” he says, “the engagements
and connections with other creatives were that much
more valuable and long-lasting.”

Innovation ZA
Stuart Falconer and Gunnar Groves-Raines, co-founders
of Scottish design studio GRAS, speak of the value of
the face-to-face meetings they experienced during
their relationship with the British Council.
Personal introductions in South Africa were so important,
they say, “because you almost instantly know if you
can work with someone or the value of a friendship
that might come after that ... From those meetings
at the very beginning we’ve been able to collaborate
with those people far more readily than people we
haven’t had that contact with.”

In both 2014 and 2015, Innovation ZA was a
highlight on the Connect ZA calendar. This four-week
programme explored the convergence of multiple
artistic disciplines and technology, bringing together
creative and digital entrepreneurs from both South
Africa and the UK. Projects included the Royal
Court New Writing Programme, workshops by UK
digital agency onedotzero, public installations at the
Ithuba Arts Gallery, and Maker Library Network
pop-ups in Alexandra and Soweto, to name just
a few. Some of the events also formed part of
the Fak’ugesi African Digital Innovation Festival.

British marketer and DJ Kazim Rashid’s first engagement
with Connect ZA was also through Creative Futures,
but it extended beyond this after he successfully
pitched for a longer-term South African residency. The
residency was more malleable in form than anything
that had come before: “We created a programme with
no programme, just a window of opportunity – one that
was up to me and Connect ZA to make the most of.
And it worked because we both had the right intentions.
The framework was very forward-thinking.”

Amirah Tajdin, Creative Futures (Kenya)
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Creative
Futures
Jody Paulsen, Creative Futures (ZA)
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Beyond
Connect
ZA

Much of Connect ZA’s sustainability as a programme
comes from its interest in its partners, projects and
practitioners becoming self-sustaining in their own
right – that is, without the involvement of Connect ZA.
This may sound contradictory. By making itself
redundant, how could Connect ZA inadvertently be
making itself sustainable? The reality is that for every
project undertaken that earns a practitioner a viable
income, makes a die-hard fan out of an audience
member, or inspires someone on the sidelines to
pursue their interests with renewed vigour, a new
network is created that could gain from Connect
ZA’s collaborations.
While the Royal Court New Writing Programme
has a relationship with the British Council in South
Africa that predates the formation of Connect ZA, its
activities with the programme during 2014 and 2015
centred on a long-term play development project.
The project assisted 11 South African playwrights
to write contemporary plays and prepare them
for performance. The playwrights – Eliot Moleba,
Napo Masheane, Amy Jephta, Genna Gardini, Simo
Majola, Tau Maserumule, Neil Coppen, Nobantu
Shabangu, Mongiwekhaya Mthombeni, Omphile
Molusi and Khaylihle Gumede – were supported by
Royal Court international director Elyse Dodgson
and British playwrights Winsome Pinnock and
Richard Twyman.
“This project,” says Dodgson, “cemented our partnership
with the Market Theatre [in Johannesburg], which
presented staged readings of all 11 plays. One of the
plays, I See You by Mongiwekhaya Mthombeni, was

staged at the Royal Court [in London] in February/
March 2016 and at the Market Theatre in April 2016.
The Royal Court New Writing Programme had an
enormous impact and some would say has changed
the face of new writing in South Africa.” I See You
was also performed at the Fugard Theatre in Cape
Town in May 2016.
Playwright Omphile Molusi agrees: “We had a wonderful
two years of being mentored by some of the best
leading playwrights in the UK. This mentorship gave
birth to fantastic new theatre voices.”
Indeed, a South African play has not been produced
by the Royal Court Theatre since 1973, when Athol
Fugard, John Kani and Winston Ntshona’s Sizwe Banzi
is Dead was featured. Since then, I See You is the first.
The Royal Court New Writing Programme also saw
the establishment of Play Riot, South Africa’s first
playwright collective, which “means there is a constant
flow of support and ideas for all the work of the writers
involved”, says Dodgson. The mission of Play Riot,
says Molusi, is threefold: “To work towards building
a writer’s theatre, to promote and be a platform for
new work, and to create a culture of readings and
staged readings.”
As it develops, it is hoped that Play Riot will become
a force of its own, creating a platform for South
African playwrights to garner the support needed
to nurture their careers, not only creatively but also
by establishing an audience base to support their
efforts. At precisely the moment when these creative
communities between South Africa and the UK are
built, Connect ZA’s purpose is served.

31
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“We would not have
been able to run this
long-term project,
developing new
writers in three
phases and having
the ability to invite
six of them to
London for staged
readings, without
the support of
Connect ZA.” – Elyse
Dodgson, director:
Royal Court New
Writing Programme
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Case study:
BodyTech – bringing
together bodies
and technology
.

The Ar(t)chive, a pioneering national archive for
South African dance and physical performance,
launched BodyTech and its performance element,
Portal: A Prequel, during the four-week Innovation
ZA programme in September 2015. The event in
Braamfontein, Johannesburg, was a partnership
between Connect ZA and the Fak’ugesi African
Digital Innovation Festival.
Described as “a convergence of digital and analogue
technology and physical movement”, BodyTech is
an innovative collaboration between engineering
firm Bushveld Labs, South African choreographer
and performer Athena Mazarakis, and MANY
Studios, a non-profit creative organisation based
in Glasgow, UK.
BodyTech conceptualised a performative dance
and body technology project that captured
Connect ZA’s interest and was incorporated
as part of Innovation ZA and Fak’ugesi. Says
The Ar(t)chive director and co-founder Jessica
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Denyschen: “It was a workshop that introduced
professionals in the field to different uses of
technology, more specifically video and projection.”

This was a groundbreaking performance, since
“it wasn’t the choreography being imposed on the
tech, or the tech overriding the choreography”.
Having said that, Portal: A Prequel is just the
“first instalment of a much larger version”, and
a good platform to test the technology involved.

Athena Mazarakis, BodyTech (ZA)
(Photo: Christo Doherty)

Venturing into unexplored territory yields
interesting revelations. For instance, nobody
realised beforehand that “lots of bodies together
absorb Wi-Fi”, which made the communication
between the technical side and the performer “a
little bit problematic and broken down in some
parts” – yet the show held together.
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Working with live technology and audience
interaction is always risky, but the event was
“really successful, with a lot of participation” and
the response “overwhelmingly great”.
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New
insight
“It was a welcome surprise to learn that collaborative
channels could be opened and made accessible with
such ease and professionalism,” says Denyschen. “I was
pleasantly surprised at the creative freedom we were
given to express and explore our collective interest. This
has been one of the smoothest rides in terms of putting
something together that I’ve ever had and I think a lot
was to do with the communication and also because
of the [Connect ZA] approach in terms of partnerships.

Connecting to
the UK
BodyTech’s international link has amplified networks,
both in South Africa and the UK. The events around
Portal: A Prequel were streamed live via the MANY
Studios website, setting the stage for a three-year
collaboration between MANY Studios and The

do.”Speaking of her involvement with Connect ZA
projects, Palombo says, “I think it has had a positive
impact on my own career. It’s certainly inspired a
lot of projects that have pushed my practice over
the last two years in a much more established and
coherent portfolio.”
Ar(t)chive.“What we wanted to deal with also,” says
Denyschen, “are the themes around technology and
human connectivity, and the fact that we are so
hyper-connected and so disconnected at the same
time.” The concept was therefore to have a remote
audience be part of the performance. While this did not
transpire fully in 2015, the aim was for the audience
to be a real “player” during the second phase in 2016.
Connect ZA had initially facilitated a meeting between
Denyschen and Natalia Palombo and Becca Thomas
from MANY Studios, and this was followed by many
Skype discussions. Palombo and Thomas, says
Denyschen, are “passionate individuals who believe in
very interesting spaces, and Glasgow really is a pretty
hot space for doing edgy, interesting new things, so
it was a good fit”.
She adds: “I’ve definitely, through this collaboration, felt
more of a channel for connection and conversation, at
a level where we are all contributors. We’re not being
‘given’, we’re not being ‘helped’ ... we are all serious
players engaging with things that are relevant to all
of us. Just the ease of the connection to Natalia and
Becca … we love what they do and they love what we

Since her first visit to South Africa was through a
Connect ZA project, it has shaped her experience of the
country. “I got to know Cape Town and Johannesburg
through creativity, which provides the most dynamic
and inspirational energy running through the cities.”
Building on the success of Portal: A Prequel, The
Ar(t)chive presented BodyTech’s second phase, Portal,
in March 2016. Live events took place simultaneously
in Braamfontein and at MANY Studios in Glasgow. A
digital application developed for the performance aimed
to enable audiences to engage with the performance
and manipulate elements of it remotely, creating a
tangible connection between space, place and time.
The opportunity afforded by Connect ZA to access
platforms, new audiences and marketing expertise
was invaluable, says Denyschen, as was the support
offered in the execution of projects and Connect ZA’s
guiding principles that kept these projects on track.
The programme led to new artistic relationships
and “a vibrant expression of a continuation of the
performance by practitioners, collaborators and
audiences”, she says.
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SPEAKING
OF
CONTINUITY ...
“Connect ZA really … lit the fire. We have a very big concept and are happy to be launching it in the way that we are. We have a second iteration of
the performance, ‘Portal’, that premiered in 2015. Post the 2016 version, we foresee a continued collaboration with MANY Studios to create an even
larger and more integrated version of the performance. The creative team of Portal have expressed interest in working together on future
projects. The Ar(t)chive will also actively seek to include MANY Studios in any relevant or interesting multidisciplinary projects happening
in South Africa.” – Jessica Denyschen, director and co-founder: The Ar(t)chive

1. SKILLS DEVELOPED
Collaborative investigation between a choreographer and programmers;
expanding multidisciplinary skills enabled both artists
and technologists to adapt and generate new, interesting and relevant content
VALUABLE CONNECT ZA SERVICES
Development of participants’ careers; development
of new projects; international collaborations
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The creation of new platforms for existing and
up-and-coming artists to showcase their work to
audiences – often entirely new – had an impact on
the careers of artists both in South Africa and the
UK. Skills were acquired, individual brands created
and long-lasting international impressions made.
The British Council and Connect ZA have a long-standing
relationship with Heal the Hood, an arts and community
organisation that strives to develop young artists
in sustainable and empowering ways, including
through music and dance. In 2014, Heal the Hood’s
international exposure at the UK B-Boy Championships
created “demand for work and competitions for two
dancers”, says Shaquile Southgate, Heal the Hood’s
administrator and events manager. “Our photographer’s
images were also used by the event organiser in the
UK and he has been invited back to the anniversary
in London in 2016.”
The experiences of Heal the Hood’s practitioners are
by no means isolated. British marketer Kazim Rashid
returned to South Africa after participating in Creative
Futures. His residency, he says, “was successful for
me and for people based here wanting to work with
artists in the UK, or work in the UK. The work we did
was great; it engaged a lot of people and had long-term
impacts beyond the residency.”
This residency was followed by a trip to South Africa
in early 2016 as an artist representative for WARP
Records (UK) for the Cape Town Electronic Music
Festival (CTEMF).

James Ongley, “Murder He Wrote”, BassXchange UK/ZA 2014 winner, CTEMF (UK)

The growth of practitioners’ careers – from Petersen
to Rashid and countless practitioners between – has
been the result of new relationships formed, new
opportunities realised, new audiences reached and
new skills acquired.
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“Artists who performed at the Cape Town Nu
World Festival were recorded and broadcast
digitally from UK-based radio station NTS. The
whole show was themed around South African
music, which included about 15 artists, most

radio show for the first time.”
– Aaron Peters, artist manager: Black Major
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of whom were enjoying exposure on that online
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Skills,
both
tangible
and
intangible

These skills went so far as to create employment,
says the MakerSpace’s founder, Steve Gray, and the
workshop’s laser-cutting service required the full-time
attention of a young designer.

“The biggest skill learnt was how to develop and
nurture relationships, relationships that led
to more opportunities and greater exposure …
Through all the collaborations I was involved
in as part of the Connect ZA programme, the
greatest learning was from the individuals I
engaged with. To see how they went about their
businesses and practices was priceless.”
Jamal Nxedlana, founder: Bubblegum Club/CUSS
Skills development was a fundamental principle of
the Connect ZA approach – the much-hoped-for and,
ultimately, inevitable result of bringing together those
working in similar or related sectors to see what they
could co-create.
In some instances, these skills were tangible, practical
and easy to define. The practitioners who were involved
with the MakerSpace, for example, gained several
extremely useful new skills during their collaboration
with Connect ZA. These included laser cutting, 3D
printing, 2D and 3D design, Arduino programming,
skateboard manufacturing, laser etching on wood,
surface-mount soldering, leathercraft and textile
design – all of which contributed towards the building
of businesses.

Practitioners involved in Word N Sound also learnt
skills that spanned both artistic and business practices:
from writing and performance tips to digital marketing,
events production and management, and brand
development.
There also exists a less tangible component: a
professionally and emotionally empowering counterpart
to fruitful collaboration, as the Bubblegum Club’s
Nxedlana articulates: “Being involved in the Connect
ZA programme and being able to travel to the UK and
see what people were doing gave me confidence in my
practice. I became aware of how different my work,
approach and circumstances are, and how unique
my voice and context are, particularly when they are
outside of South Africa.”
These words were echoed by Mongiwekhaya Mthombeni,
the pen behind I See You and one of the 11 South
African playwrights who participated in the Royal
Court New Writing Programme. “Being in the room with
fellow writers,” he recalls, “discussing the process and
sharing our work, was vital in developing courage. It
helped to know that there was the potential to further
the project through a full-on collaboration with the
Royal Court. I found myself motivated by the simple
promise of a considered dramaturgical examination
of the completed script.”
Though some of these skills are intangible, their
ramifications are not.
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Case
study:
returning
to
elsewhere,
and
moving
beyond

“Motherland”, Kalpesh Lathigra and Thabiso Sekgala (UK/ZA)
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The main commission of Johannesburg’s first public
photography-specific programme to bring together a
wide range of photography content, exhibitions and other
activities, was A Return to Elsewhere, a collaboration
between British photographer Kalpesh Lathigra and
South African photographer Thabiso Sekgala.
The exhibition, co-curated by John Fleetwood of the
Market Photo Workshop and UK-based Celia Davies, was
shown in Brighton in October 2014, and then installed
at Mary Fitzgerald Square as part of the Joburg Photo
Umbrella on 8 November that year. Tragically, Sekgala
passed away between the two events.
Planning the projects, the Market Photo Workshop
collaborated on various levels with Connect ZA and
received interesting feedback that helped to make it
better, says Fleetwood. There was a “good and critical
engagement” between the parties. “And with A Return
to Elsewhere we had a fantastic collaboration.”
Both the South African and the UK groups had their
own strengths and ways of thinking. “We needed to
have some kind of common ground and that came
through regular Skype calls, regular interactions …
at a certain stage, we had Skype calls every week
for at least one hour and that kind of intensity brings
minds together.”

“Nancy”, Kalpesh Lathigra and Thabiso Sekgala (UK/ZA)

A Return to Elsewhere explored the representation
of Indian communities in Brighton (with a large group
of people of Indian descent) and the South African
townships of Laudium (proclaimed an Indian township
in 1961) and Marabastad (a diverse community before
forced relocations in the late 1940s). The project
combined contemporary images with co-authored
captions to create pertinent associations between
people, time and place.

Good
prospects
“It’s going very well with arts and culture overall in South
Africa and I think there are many opportunities – we
can measure this by the art fairs that have taken the
international space, and the space of South African
photography in the world. So the cultural managers
have got a particular moment, a window of opportunity.
It is sustainable for those who go out and grab that
opportunity.” – John Fleetwood, co-curator: Market
Photo Workshop
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The Joburg Photo Umbrella photography festival was
initiated by photography training school Market Photo
Workshop in late 2014, in collaboration with Connect
ZA and the Brighton Photo Biennial, an international
photography festival organised by UK-based photography
development agency Photoworks.
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Case
study:
returning
to
elsewhere,
and
moving
beyond

Professional
progression
The festival also brought other initiatives by
Johannesburg photographers to communities and
10 “open call” projects were exhibited around the
city. These included The Photocopy Club exhibition,
which, says Fleetwood, created a conversation by
using photocopies of photographs and “playing
with the idea of the value of photographs”.

big shift on the project – it was a moment of big shock
and caused a lot of reflection”. Being the key artists
in prominent international photography festivals is
career-boosting, Fleetwood says, although it “also
creates certain high expectations for themselves
and their work”. Career development can also be
measured by how successful the collaboration was.

Another project was a comic book-style series of
photos titled Up Jump the Boogie with Nunchucks
of Fury, by Ntando Marumo. Fleetwood says:
“Here you had somebody who played around with
the idea of comics and photographs … creating
their own idea of what contemporary practice
in photography might be. So there were really
spectacular moments for me.”

Since curators seldom have the space to work with
photographers on a project from the beginning,
the Joburg Photo Umbrella offered a “fantastic
opportunity” in terms of his own intellectual
development, says Fleetwood. The project also
provided stepping stones for others. While not
many office jobs will be created, such projects
develop skills so that people can create their
own spaces. “And with international festivals and
attention, these things spark.”

Speaking of her involvement with Connect ZA, UK
curator Celia Davies says she was very satisfied
with the programme overall. Based on feedback
from participants and audiences, her Connect ZA
project was seen as “a good-practice collaborative
project that also created a dynamic digital output”.
“I think it’s a wonderful thing to work on a large
project that is well known,” says Fleetwood. “People
will remember it and it also markets your CV, so I
think overall there were a lot of careers that were
sparked.” Sekgala’s death before the Johannesburg
leg of the collaboration understandably “put a very

Davies says Connect ZA facilitated “meaningful
collaborations” through the work and the working
process, and her involvement with the programme
demonstrated “the energy and talent that exists
in South Africa for photography”. New audiences
were reached and cultural networks extended.
The collaborations produced “a successful project
and good professional relations”.
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Matt Martin, The Photocopy Club (UK)
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“I think it’s a wonderful thing to
work on a large project that is well
known. People will remember it
and it also markets your CV,
so I think overall there were
a lot of careers that were sparked.”
– John Fleetwood, co-curator:
Market Photo Workshop
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SPEAKING
OF
CAREERS ...
“I think projects like this really stimulate and fast-track ideas around how we run projects and how we act together and work together. I think ‘A Return to Elsewhere’
was really fantastic because it brought together a group of people and matched them with British counterparts. So, as South Africans, we had a certain idea about
how to build a public programme, but then we could also chat to our UK counterparts about it.” – John Fleetwood, co-curator: Market Photo Workshop

Organisational skills; workshops/training on multimedia
Working with digital and not just film; editing; writing skills; public presentation skills; career development

2. VALUABLE CONNECT ZA SERVICES
South Africa: 								
UK:

Local collaborations; international collaborations
Growth in audience reach; development of participants’ careers;
development of new projects; local collaborations; international
collaborations of new projects; international collaborations
B E YO N D CO N N E C T Z A | 2013 - 201 5

1. SKILLS DEVELOPED
South Africa:
UK:				
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DENMARK

“[After Creative Futures,]
I went away feeling really inspired
by Johannesburg, really inspired by
working with the British Council.
The programme was created in a
way that really encouraged people
to seek out opportunities, and that’s
what I’m always doing: seeking
new opportunities in life and
creative spaces.”

COPENHAGEN

EDINBURGH

NOTTINGHAM
GLASGOW
IRELAND
NETHERLANDS

GERMANY
LONDON

POLAND

– Kazim Rashid, British marketer

SWITZERLAND
BOLOGNA

TURKEY
MEXICO

ZAMBIA
BRAZIL

JHB

MOZAMBIQUE

DURBAN
CT
EASTERN CAPE

GRAHAMSTOWN

Networks beyond Connect ZA
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Durban. Grahamstown. Edinburgh. Nottingham.
Birmingham. Bologna. Berlin. Copenhagen. Istanbul.
Zambia. Mozambique. The Republic of Ireland. The
Netherlands. Poland. Switzerland. Mexico. Brazil.
The Connect ZA network has spread far and wide,
beyond its original South African and British
locations to cities and countries across the world.
Time and again, partners and practitioners who
have worked with Connect ZA speak of the number
of collaborative relationships formed, and the
value of these relationships, as indicators of their
projects’ success. British poet Francesca Beard’s
relationship with Connect ZA operated through
the Open Book Festival in Cape Town and through
collaborations with Word N Sound in Johannesburg.
“Both were brilliant experiences in terms of audience
reach, local and international collaborations, and
creative opportunities,” she says.
These relationships extended in every way, spanning
disciplines, cities, countries and oceans, creating
an international and ever-growing artistic network.
Through Connect ZA, Heal the Hood developed
a relationship with a dance festival in the
Netherlands; one of CUSS’s projects was exhibited
at the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw, Poland;
Weheartbeat has connections in Switzerland;
the Maker Library Network’s partners are
working in Mexico, Denmark, Turkey, Germany
and Poland; and the audience development
programme developed by Business and Arts
South Africa (BASA) has ventured into Zambia
and Mozambique.

BASA’s audience
development
programme
In 2014, BASA, together with Connect ZA,
organised an audience development programme
to create a new approach to understanding and
developing audiences for arts organisations in
South Africa. The programme was facilitated by
a UK specialist who worked collaboratively with
South African professionals to build innovative
programmes with selected organisations.

off engagement but rather as something that
will continue, not only in terms of the event,but
in continuing conversations and continuing to make
links and connections.
Of course, not all of the relationships formed were
across borders. Unathi Kondile, winner of Connect
ZA’s Young Creative Entrepreneur Culture Award
2014, says that his involvement with Connect ZA
showed him “that we still have a lot to do here in
South Africa”. As a result, Kondile has gone on to
incorporate South Africa’s first daily Xhosa newspaper,
Isigidimi SamaXhosa, which he established, into
Independent Media’s stable of newspapers, renaming
it I’solezwe lesiXhosa. This move has led, he says,
“to a number of opportunities for many writers and
aspirant journalists from the Eastern Cape.”

The annual ACT | UJ Arts & Culture Conference
(with which Connect ZA partnered in 2015) is a
two-and-a-half-day conference held by the Arts
and Culture Trust (ACT) to develop and inspire the
creative community. In 2015, the conference saw
networks extend in multiple directions.

The benefits of these expanding networks are
manifold. “An international experience,” says
British poet and spoken-word artist Deanna
Rodger of her time in South Africa, “challenges
practices to encompass a larger scope of perspective,
to integrate and be mindful of cultural norms.”

“Some of the feedback we’ve received across the
board is that people made new connections. They
learnt how to network,” says ACT CEO Pieter Jacobs.

Gavin Wade from Eastside Projects is in agreement.
Eastside Projects from Birmingham, together with
Auto Italia South East and Banner Repeater from
London, participated in LAB, a three-part exhibition
held at the Ithuba Arts Gallery in Johannesburg.
The exhibition acted as a hub for connections
between the British and South African visual arts
environments, introducing people, says Wade,
“to new cultural positions and critical relationships
between the contemporary and historical positions
of Johannesburg and Birmingham, as well as
cultural connections and differences about artistic
practices”.

Moreover, he says, “people started thinking about
their projects in different ways, and not only in terms
of how they can gain financial support. We moved
away from talking about a financial proposition to
talking about a partnership proposition. We tried
to teach our delegates that the money will come,
work on the relationship.”
Given the success of the conference, says Jacobs,
“we really don’t only see the conference as a once-
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Johannesburg. London. Cape Town. Glasgow.
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A small number of “librarians” were chosen to develop
the first Maker Libraries, creative spaces for making,
showing and reading, containing three key elements:
a communal “makespace”, a gallery and a library,
connected via an online platform. The founding
contributors included, in Cape Town, designer-maker
consultancy Thingking and artist Heath Nash and, in
Edinburgh, design studio GRAS.
The project has facilitated “an introduction to creatives
and creative networks worldwide”, brought about new
models of engagement, and increased understanding and
use of digital tools and networks, says Charny. “Initially
intended for Connect ZA, the Maker Library Network
has become a proposition for many other contexts.”

About 300 practitioners were directly involved in the
Connect ZA projects on which he worked. Their careers
were furthered in terms of new modes of practice,
environments and audiences; contexts of display;
collaborative projects; and work relationships and skills.
Scottish design studio GRAS is run by Stuart Falconer
and Gunnar Groves-Raines, who set up the first mobile
Maker Library. Falconer remembers his very first
involvement with Connect ZA when he was invited
on a trip to Johannesburg and Cape Town in 2012,
before the programme was launched: “Nobody was
very sure what we were going to do and how we were
going to do it, but everyone was very eager.”
Falconer and Groves-Raines speak of the value of
face-to-face meetings – “You almost instantly know if
you can work with someone.” They have experienced
the benefits of the networks first-hand. “We may well
have helped a number of practitioners show their
work on a digital and physical platform to which they
would not have access before,” says Falconer. This
includes presenting the products of a wood turner
who otherwise has no web presence.
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The Maker Library Network was initially developed as
part of Connect ZA to connect designers and makers
in the UK and South Africa, and launched at the Design
Indaba in Cape Town on 1 March 2014. Daniel Charny,
director at UK-based creative projects consultancy
From Now On, was commissioned as creative director
with the idea to support and enhance South African
activity, while connecting with the UK design scene.
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We also exhibited the work of Jay Surfboards at
exhibitions like 100 Design and Vitra, which they
would have had no access to previously.” Again, the
network was crucial: the surfboard was shaped in
Edinburgh, the artwork was done by South African
artist Jonathan Freemantle, and it was silk-screen
printed by BeFab Be Creative in Edinburgh.
Once exhibited, the board was transported to South
Africa to be surfed by the artist. “The journey,” says
Falconer, “served as a reminder as to the importance
of working with each other. These international
collaborations and opportunities to present our works
and discuss ideas would not have happened without
the Connect ZA programme.”

Positive
experience
“Our perceptions of South Africa … were certainly
enhanced by our experiences through Connect ZA,”
says Falconer. “It is easy to be influenced by the media
and hearsay, but we always felt very welcomed and
were always met with a very positive attitude towards
making things happen.”
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Jason Burnett, Jay Surfboards (UK)
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up

Case
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making
the
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Heath Nash, an artist in the design industry, has been
involved with Connect ZA since 2015, as part of the
Maker Library Network in Cape Town. According to
Nash, the Maker Library Network is not just an online
concept – it is a space for “making real contact with
people”, and full of possibility. “We might be getting
a 3D scanner; then I can make something by hand,
scan it, send it to London, and they print what I made,”
he says. “It’s quite exciting.”
The project has given him the vehicle for skills
development and “consciously choosing to be an artist
again”, working on projects such as African Robots (with
artist and designer Ralph Borland), which “combines
basic electronics with African toys and craft to create
objects that move”.
Nash sees the Maker Library Network as “a far-reaching,
long-term project that provides a viable growth platform
for all creative industries ... It has allowed me to connect
to many things I never thought possible,” he says.

Heath Nash, Maker Library Network (ZA)

Charny speaks of his involvement with Connect ZA
and how it affected his perceptions of South Africa
and the UK. “I grew to know and love the energetic
entrepreneurial dynamics of practitioners in South
Africa,” he says, adding that he now understands
more of the cultural character of Johannesburg and
Cape Town. UK participants were generous in sharing
practices and process, while young creatives in both
South Africa and the UK were eager to collaborate.
“I appreciate the challenges of creative education
and growth in both UK and South Africa.”
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SPEAKING
OF
NETWORKS ...
“We strongly believe in the value of collaboration, and our time as part of the Maker Library Network has afforded us the opportunity to forge
new connections with creative practices and individuals locally [in the UK] and as far away as South Africa. This has enabled us to exchange skills
and knowledge with a wide range of artists, designers and makers with cultural and creative backgrounds far removed from our own.
We would welcome the opportunity to share our experience with others and build new working relationships long term.” – Stuart Falconer, co-founder: GRAS

Programming (public and professional access);
workshops and events; in some cases, actual making skills exchanged and
learned through the network; communication skills; curatorial skills

Thingking: 													

2. VALUABLE CONNECT ZA SERVICES
From Now On:
		

GRAS and Thinking: 							

Workshops; curation; group work

Development of participants’ careers; development of new projects;
local collaborations; international collaborations
			

Growth in audience reach; development
of new projects; international collaborations
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1. SKILLS DEVELOPED
From Now On:
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Conclusion
Connect ZA: it’s
on everyone’s
lips. It feels as
if Connect ZA is
everywhere.”

– Jade de Waal:
Creative Futures, 		
Food Jams

8 Bars Short, featured in SB.TV documentary (ZA)
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At the conclusion of this three-year process, there
is the sense that Connect ZA has truly lived up
to its name. Its reason for being – to facilitate
connections – has been achieved in ways both
expected and unexpected. It has created a dynamic
web of curators, enablers, arts practitioners and
audiences that continues to exist and expand between
individuals and organisations in South Africa and
the UK, and beyond. The long-term effects of many
of these connections are for the future to reveal.
Fortunately, as Connect ZA continues, the future
becomes the present.
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More than anything, this report has attempted
to offer a written and graphical representation
of what Connect ZA has achieved. A series of
quotes, more substantial anecdotes and detailed
case studies have been collated to highlight the
ways in which Connect ZA provided value; the
reasons why and how projects have continued;
the extent to which careers were developed;
and, at every turn, the many networks that were
formed – and, indeed continue to form – as a result
of the collaborations facilitated by the programme.

The images in this report were supplied by the following organisations:
British Council Connect ZA, GRAS/Maker Library Network, The Ar(t)chive, Weheartbeat, Word N Sound Live Literature Company

